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The paper comprises Two main parts as follows:

PART I: Bench work, Metrology and Knowledge of materials

PART II: Technical Drawing.
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Part I. Bench work, Metrorory and Knowredge of materiars. 3smarks
Section A. Attempt all questions (/20marksl
01. Differentiate stress from strain.

02. Describe the principie of a dial indicator or dial gauge.

03. Identify different types of micrometers.

04. A force of 1o kN is acting on a circular rod with diameter 10 mm.
Determine the stress in the rod in Mpa.

05. Describe the different metal casting techniques.

06. Identify the factors used to categorize different flles.

section B. choose and Answer any three (gl questions (/rs rnarks)
07. Identify the functions of a reamer and specify its different types.
08. Identify the function of the tools shown below.
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10.

No TOOL TUNCTION
a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

Identify different types of cast iron based on the form of carbon pre Serr :,, :

specify when the technique of casting is used. Smi^" ";,;
Identify the specif,c advantages of non-ferrous metals oyer ferrous metals rr,ii
give one example of such material. Smu;Ls
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11. Identify different t5rpes of Steels and specify why alloying additions ore \/e :'.r'

important in steels. srn&ii'-;l

PART II. Technical Drawing. 65marks

Section A. Attempt all questions. (3Smarks)

12. Which views are necessary to represent an object? 4[l&r;r.:;

13. Identify five (5) informations included in the part list of a drawing. Smar';'s

L[. What is the recommended line thickness in mm for object line, dimension iiiir:

and hidden line respectively? 5ma;i.:.;

3mai"is

4rrliir rr.-;

15. Describe what is sectioning or cutting. How is the positiytr of the cutting plar rc

indicated? 6rlar!:::

16. From a set of pencils bellow make an order from a softest to a hardest one

gH, HB, 58, F

1?. Identify four (4) types of pencils based on their use.

18. Give four (4) instruments included in a drawing instruments box. 4rna;1,",,:

19. Which paper format is exclusively used in an upright position? 3mar'i":

Section B: Choose and Answer any four 4 questions - (2O marksf

20. Specify the application of each of the following lines used in drawing. Srna:.:i,;

LINE APPLICATION
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21. Describe the drawing bellow according to the indications: 5mari;*:
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Given the following
spacing of its views

a) Orthographic projection

c) Pictorial projection

a) Protractor

c) T-square

e) Set squares

b) Isometric projection

d) Diametric projection

the horizonr.r,i
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object with dimensions a x b x c, determine
if the drawing space (hodzontal) is d.

23. Describe the following terms used in technical drawing.

e) Axonometric projection

24. specify the role of the following drawing instruments:
b) Drawing Pins and Clips
d) Drafting machine

section c. choose and Answer any one (1| question - (lomarks)
25. Describe any five (5) formats of standards drawing sheets. .:

Specify the size in mm. 
//

26. Describe the first angle projection and show its symbol.

27. For the given object below, represent the front view, the left
view and the top view (plan) in the first angie projection.
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